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Construction is an industry known for its challenges and complexities, where
even the most experienced professionals can stumble upon obstacles that can
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hinder their success. However, amidst this demanding environment, there are
individuals who have managed to navigate through the difficulties and build solid
foundations for their careers.

One such individual is Barry Ashmore, also known as The Streetwise Subbie.
With a career spanning several decades, Barry has become an influential figure
in the construction industry, offering invaluable advice and guidance to
subcontractors worldwide.
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Who is Barry Ashmore?

Barry Ashmore is a seasoned construction professional who has dedicated his life
to improving the subcontracting sector. With vast experience in the industry, Barry
has developed a deep understanding of the challenges faced by subcontractors
and has actively worked towards empowering them with the knowledge needed
to overcome these hurdles.

Having successfully run his own subcontracting business, Barry knows first-hand
the struggles subcontractors face when dealing with contracts, payment issues,
and general project management. This understanding led him to create The
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Streetwise Subbie, through which he shares his expertise to help subcontractors
thrive in their respective fields.

Uncovering the Secrets to Construction Success

Barry Ashmore believes in equipping subcontractors with the right tools and
knowledge to succeed in the construction industry. His expertise encompasses
various areas, including contract administration, commercial management,
dispute resolution, and payment recovery.

Through his online platforms and coaching programs, Barry shares a wealth of
information to help subcontractors navigate the complex world of construction
contracts. From understanding contractual terms and payment structures to
managing risk and avoiding pitfalls, Barry's guidance is essential for those looking
to enhance their business operations.

Why Barry Ashmore is Relevant

Barry Ashmore's relevance in the construction industry stems from his ability to
simplify complex matters and provide actionable strategies that yield results. His
expertise and experience allow him to offer unique insights into the inner
workings of subcontracting, empowering individuals and businesses to overcome
obstacles and thrive.

Subcontractors often struggle to receive prompt payments and face contractual
disputes. Barry understands these challenges and actively works to address
them. His no-nonsense approach to training and advice enables subcontractors
to confidently navigate through contracts, ensuring payments are made fairly and
businesses are protected.

Testimonials of Success



Barry Ashmore's methods have been tried and tested by numerous
subcontractors who have transformed their businesses with his guidance. Here
are just a few of the success stories:

“"Before discovering Barry Ashmore, I felt helpless in managing my
construction contracts. However, his training programs provided
me with the skills and knowledge to negotiate better terms and
confidently handle contractual disputes. Thanks to Barry, my
business is thriving." - Sarah Thompson, small business owner.”

“"I can't recommend Barry Ashmore enough to fellow
subcontractors. His guidance and support have been invaluable in
helping me grow my business. From understanding complex
contracts to recovering payments, Barry's expertise is unmatched."
- John Smith, construction subcontractor.”

Barry Ashmore, The Streetwise Subbie, has emerged as a prominent figure in the
construction industry, empowering subcontractors to achieve success and
overcome challenges. With his extensive knowledge and experience, he provides
practical insights and guidance that allow professionals to navigate the
complexities of contracts, payments, and project management.

By leveraging the expertise of Barry Ashmore, subcontractors can embark on a
journey towards improving their business operations and establishing a solid
foundation for long-term success. The Streetwise Subbie's impact on the industry



is undeniable, and his commitment to empowering subcontractors is
commendable.
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Very few books explore the problems which are particular to the relationship
between Specialist Contractors and the Main Contractor, or Clients with whom
they are in contract. Fewer still provide solutions in such a down to earth no-
nonsense way as The Streetwise Subbie does.

The Streetwise Subbie is a highly regarded practical guide to contractual matters.
Its original author Jack Russell was well known for his ‘contractual terrier’ column
in Electrical Times. Now, Barry Ashmore has updated and revised this work by
drawing on his 46 years of construction experience and professional expertise
gained at the sharp end resolving disputes and solving contractual problems for
Specialist Contractors.

Thousands of subbies have already benefited from the insights and the
streetwise approach to avoiding or resolving contractual problems, and the clarity
of thought and advice the book provides. The fourth edition features all the old
favourites such as payment, delay and disruption, extension of time and the all-
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important checklists and site records. But it has now been brought bang up to
date to reflect the importance of the 2011 revisions to the Construction Act and
the emergence of adjudication as the pre-eminent means of dispute resolution.

It is an easy to read, practical, and essential guide, aimed at Specialist
Contractors of all sizes and specialisations, be they sole traders, company
directors, or any member of the subbie’s team that has to handle the commercial
and contractual aspects of the projects they undertake.

It’s the kind of book that you keep handy, because it has so many answers that
you can refer to it over and over again.
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Are you an orthopaedic practitioner looking to stay up to date with the
latest CPT coding guidelines for upper and spine procedures in 2021?...
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Are you looking to perfect your chess game? Do you want to take your
chess skills to the next level? Look no further! In this article, we will
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